In this article we propose a novel visualization method to explore graphs with numerical attributes associated with nodes -referred to as scalar graphs. The proposed visualization strategy seeks to simultaneously uncover the relationship between attribute values and graph topology, and relies on transforming the network to generate a terrain map. A key objective here is to ensure that the terrain map reveals the overall distribution of components-of-interest (e.g. dense subgraphs, kcores) and the relationships among them while being sensitive to the attribute values over the graph.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many phenomena and problems from all walks of human endeavor can often be represented in graph or network form, where nodes represent entities-of-interest and edges represent interactions or relationships among them. A fundamental challenge is the ability to visualize such graphs at scale while working within the pixel limits of modern displays. Furthermore, the data scientist is often interested in uncovering patterns that go beyond layout and visualization designsfor instance accounting for measures or attributes defined on both nodes and edges of the graph. Visualizing the measure information in such graphs exacerbates the challenge.
In this article we propose a novel visualization method to explore graphs with numerical measures associated with nodes -referred to as scalar graphs, and the measure values are referred to as scalar values. Each scalar value could either be a natural attribute or a derived attribute summarizing information from multiple natural attributes (e.g. triangle density, centralities, cliquishness) [1] , [2] . We model the problem as a continuous function f : X → R: the domain X is a simplicial complex whose vertex set is the set of input graph nodes, and its topology is determined by the input graph topology. We call such a representation of a graph a graph-induced scalar field. We then leverage a powerful "terrain metaphor" idea for visualizing scalar fields [3] , [4] and adapt it to our context. Our visualization model naturally encodes both topological and numerical measure information together, and is capable of handling large graphs with millions of nodes. Empirically we demonstrate the use of our methodology on a range of data science tasks while providing a comparative assessment against state-of-the-art alternatives from the perspectives of efficacy, efficiency and usability.
In summary, our contributions are:
• We advocate a novel visualization method to visualize a graph whose vertices are associated with numerical measures. Central to our approach is to embed the graph in terrain space. The visualization method enables users to quickly capture how the numerical measure value is distributed over the graph.
• We propose the concept of maximal α-connected component to represent various graph patterns (dense subgraphs, communities, K-Cores etc.), and show that our visualization method not only captures such graph patterns, but also their hierarchical inter-relationships.
• Finally we demonstrate how the approach can be generalized to non-graph data and its potential use for understanding results from SQL queries.
II. SCALAR GRAPH VISUALIZATION
We define a vertex-based scalar graph G(V, E) as a graph comprising edges E and vertices V, where each vertex v has one scalar value associated with it, denoted as v.scalar. Then we define maximal α-connected component as follows:
Vertex Scalar Tree: In this section, we describe the vertex scalar tree (scalar tree for short) to analyze a vertex-based scalar graph (scalar graph for short). A scalar tree is a tree in which every node is associated with a scalar value, and the scalar tree T of scalar graph G has the following properties: 1) Every node in T corresponds to a vertex in G with the same scalar value, and vice versa (i.e. one-to-one correspondence). 2) Every maximal α-connected component in G corresponds to a subtree in T, and vice versa (i.e. one-toone correspondence). 3) Assume a maximal α 1 -connected component C 1 corresponds to subtree T 1 in T, and another maximal α 2 -connected component C 2 corresponds to subtree T 2 in T, then C 1 is a subgraph of C 2 if and only if T 1 is subtree of T 2 . 4) Assume a maximal α 1 -connected component C 1 corresponds to subtree T 1 in T, and another maximal α 2 -connected component C 2 corresponds to subtree T 2 in T, then C 1 and C 2 are not connected if and only if T 1 and T 2 are not connected.
Constructing the Vertex Scalar Tree: Algorithm 1 constructs the scalar tree by leveraging the idea of contour trees [5] , [6] .
Algorithm 1 Constructing Scalar Tree
Require: A scalar graph G(V, E). Ensure: The scalar tree T of G. 1: Sort vertices in decreasing order of scalar values, the sorted vertices are v1, v2, ...vn; 2: Create a tree node n(vi) for each vertex vi; 3: for i = 1 to n do 4: for every neighbor vj of vi do 5: if j < i and currently n(vi) and n(vj) are not in the same subtree then 6: Connect n(vi) to root(n(vj)); //n(vi) is parent Figure 1 (e) is a scalar tree of scalar graph in Figure 1(d) , where node n i in the scalar tree corresponds to vertex v i in the scalar graph, and the number inside the circle indicates scalar value.
Relationship between maximal α-(edge) connected component and Dense Subgraphs:
A dense subgraph is a connected subgraph in which every vertex is heavily connected to other vertices in the subgraph. A K-Core [7] , is a common dense subgraph pattern that has been the focus of much research. A K-Core is defined as follows:
Definition 2: A K-Core is a subgraph in which each vertex participates in at least K edges within the subgraph. The maximal K-Core of a vertex v is the K-Core containing v that has the maximum K value, and the K value of maximal K-Core of v is denoted as KC(v). Now we reveal the relationship between maximal αconnected component and K-Core. Proof: Assume in a maximal α-connected component C, vertex v has the minimum scalar value. Based on the definition of K-Core, for every vertex v' in the maximal K-
Visualization via Terrain Metaphor: Scalar trees are usually not easy to visually interpret, especially when the size of the tree is too large. We lever the notion of a terrain metaphor -topological landscape visualization technique defined on scalar-valued functions [4] -to visualize scalar graphs.
In Figure 1 we use an example to illustrate how to convert the scalar tree in Figure 1 (a) to terrain visualization in Figure 1 (c). In Figure 1 (b) we first layout all the tree nodes of Figure 1 (a) in a 2D plane, every node n i is represented by a boundary b i in the 2D plane, and the area enclosed by the boundary b i is proportional to the number of nodes in subtree (not including n i ) rooted at n i . To generate the 2D layout, we start traversing the tree from the root(bottom) node n 9 , draw the outermost boundary b 9 to represent it. Then we move to n 8 , and draw a boundary b 8 inside b 9 . When we reach n 7 , and draw boundary b 7 , we find there are two subtrees rooted at n 7 , so we split the area inside b 7 into 2 areas, and recursively layout each subtree in each area. When we reach leaf nodes n 1 , n 2 , n 4 , since the size of their subtrees is 0, their correspondent boundaries degenerate to be points.
To convert the 2D layout (Figure 1(b) ) into a terrain visualization in 3D space (Figure 1(c) ), we first escalate each boundary b i in Figure 1(b) to the height of n i .scalar, and then draw a "wall" between neighboring boundaries. Finally we generate a terrain in Figure 1(c) .
In our paper, we define a peak α in terrain as follows:
Definition 3:
A peak α is the terrain area within a boundary whose height is α.
We can see that each peak α corresponds to a subtree in scalar tree, so every peak α corresponds to a maximal α-connected component, and peak α s preserve the containment/connection relationship of maximal α-connected components. For example, the red peak in Figure 1 
III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we focus on visualizing K-Cores using terrain visualization, more experiments are in our full paper [8] . K-Core Visualization: Before discussing our detailed evaluation (user study) we illustrate the key ideas using the GrQc co-authorship dataset. We focus on k-core visualization -a subject of much recent study [9] , [2] . Following the discussion in Section II, we use KC(v) as scalar value to draw the terrain, and the peak α in the terrain will represent a K-Core where K = α (high peaks indicate dense K-Cores). Figure 2 , clearly illustrates the hierarchical relationship among K-Cores. In the selected terrain area (the terrain area in dashed line), the red peak is placed on green and blue foundation, which means the dense K-Core is contained in some less dense K-Cores. This can be verified by drilling down the selected region in the red box (a user can select a region, and call a spring-layout function to drill down and draw the selected region, within our tool), the red dense K-Core is surrounded by green and blue vertices. The visualization of the k-core hierarchy is important, as it allows an analyst to derive high level insights on the graph patterns and their inter-relationships.
Fig. 2. Visualizing K-Cores
User Study: In this section we present results from a user study (OSU-IRB # 2015B0249) that examines the efficacy of our approach for visualizing k-core structures in graphs. Ten participants were recruited from across the university campus, for each of the following tasks (no overlap). Participants were recruited from across the university campus, and were largely drawn from quantitatively inclined specializations, due to the nature of the three tasks and as a representation of the domain scientists that may use such tools (e.g. Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Psychology, Engineering, Medicine, Finance). Each participant was given a training tutorial before their prescribed task and were allowed to familiarize themselves with the functionality of the three tools used in the study. Each task was designed to require participants' to solve a real world problem using multiple visualization platforms. Here in the interests of space we only report results on two tasks. We use three graphs (GrQc co-authorship network, Protein-Protein-Interaction network, DBLP) in our user study, each graph has thousands of nodes and tens of thousands of edges.
Task 1: Identify the densest K-Core in the graph. The users participating in the first task were asked to identify the densest K-Core in each of three graphs (GrQc, PPI, DBLP). For each graph, we pre-computed the K-Core value (KC(v)) of each vertex, allowing participants to visualize each graph using following three different visualization methods: (1) Our terrain visualization using KC(v) as scalar value.
(2) LaNet-vi which is a K-Core visualization tool [9] .
(3) OpenOrd which is a multilevel graph layout method [10] and uses vertex's color to represent its K-Core value. Task 1 is meaningful to data mining and network science researchers who want to explore K-Cores in a graph. The densest K-Core usually indicates a significant group of closely related nodes in the graph, such as an important community in a social network.
Task 2: Identify the second densest K-Core in the graph that are not connected to the densest K-Core. In this task we provided participants with information on the densest K-Core in each dataset, and asked them to find the next densest K-core which is disconnected from the densest Kcore. This is a slightly nuanced, and more complicated variant of Task 1. We note that when identifying the second K-Core for analysis simply choosing the second densest K-Core could be meaningless, because it might be heavily overlapped with the densest K-Core, and the two K-Cores are actually the same group of closely related nodes. It is more meaningful to identify the densest K-Core in the graph that is not connected to the previously detected one, because such a K-Core would indicate a separate module-of-interest.
For Task 1 and Task 2, we list the average completion time and accuracy of all users in Table I and Table II . All the pictures generated by the three visualization methods on the three datasets are from Figure 3 In Table I , we can see that all users successfully finished Task 1 by using terrain visualization. Two users were unsuccessful using LaNet-vi on the DBLP dataset, and two other users using OpenOrd on the PPI dataset. The reason is that the densest K-Core in these two visualizations are small and not obvious, and they did not notice it or they couldn't correctly identify the K-Core value through the color. Anecdotally we observed that although they zoomed-in the two visualizations to see a larger picture, they lost the full context and could only see portion of the picture, leading them to choose incorrect densest K-Cores. Table II shows that all users successfully finished Task 2 by terrain visualization, while some users were unsucessful using LaNet-vi and OpenOrd. One reason is Task 2 requires users to understand the connectivity to the densest K-Core (to avoid finding one with significant overlap), the LaNet-vi and OpenOrd both draw edges to indicate connections, and users need to check the edges carefully to determine whether two K-Cores are connected, it is time consuming and led to mistakes being made. In both tasks, we can see from Table I and Table II that users spent least time on terrain visualization.
Query Result Understanding:
Our terrain visualization can also be extended to visualize the results of SQL queries. Here we consider a database of plant genus curated by OSU's Horticulture department. In the interests of space, we focus on a common query posed to this dataset, specified by a domain expert, and model the output (a 5 dimensional materialized table) as a nearest-neighbor (NN) graph (distance measure and threshold again specified by domain expert) and then visualize the graph using the terrain visualization (Figure 4 ). Color represents different plant genus (3 types in query output), height is a scalar value representing the values of two of the selected attributes from the query result (attributes 1 and 2). While details of the genus are omitted for expository simplicity, the query result visualization clearly conveys the following: i) the result set from the SQL query contains three plant genus (red, green and blue) of which the blue genus is well separated from the other two; ii) It is also clear that the (red) genus is closer to the (green) genus and is in some senses contained within it, i.e. more central, from a connectivity standpoint (within the NN graph); iii) finally attribute 1 demonstrates greater genus separability (variance in terrain heights across genus) on the subset of data produced by this particular query. While preliminary in nature, such visualizations can potentially allow the domain expert to better understand the coherency of the output w.r.t the selection predicates (attributes) of the query.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we present a novel approach to scalar graph visualization and demonstrate its efficacy on the visualization of graph patterns and their hierarchical inter-relationships.
